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Multi-Level PICTURE-PATH GAME: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions
Play this game in pairs. HIGH-BEGINNING INSTRUCTIONS:  Each player in turn names one, two, 
or three of the pictures in order—from left to right in the four rows from top to bottom, like this: 
EXAMPLE: This is a black cat. This is an owl. (a kind of bird). INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS:  
In one or two sentences, each player in turn gives some information about one, two, or three of the 
pictures in order. EXAMPLE: A black cat is a symbol of bad luck to superstitious people. An owl 
flies at night; it says “Hoo, hoo!” THE WINNER is the person to name or tell about the last item.  
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Multi-Level TIC-TAC-TOE GAME: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions
Play this game in pairs. HIGH-BEGINNING INSTRUCTIONS:  In turn, name any item on the grid. Can the 

other player point to it? Then put X in that box. On your opponent’s turn, (s)he can put O.  
INTERMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS:  In a sentence, tell about a picture. If your opponent can say its 

location, put your mark (X or O) in that box. EXAMPLE: A spider spins a web. (2nd box, 2nd row)
THE WINNER is the first person to mark three or four boxes in a row (across, down, or diagonally).  
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Multi-Level ITEM-DESCRIPTION GAME: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions
INSTRUCTIONS: Play this game in groups. Describe any picture on the grid, but don’t name the item(s).
Use singular or plural sentences at your level of language ability. EXAMPLE: This picture shows a scary 

creature with wings and a long tongue. It has big bony feet and a pointy tail. Which of your listeners can          
find and name the item first? (ANSWER: It’s a dragon-like monster in the last box of the 3rd row.) 

That player gets the next turn—the chance to describe any other picture. THE WINNER is the person
that identifies and describes the most items correctly.   
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Multi-Level BINGO GAME: HALLOWEEN & Related Occasions 
 INSTRUCTIONS: Divide the class into small teams to play this cooperative game. In turn, each team member 

names or talks about any item on the grid. Everyone in the group puts X in that box. Continue until
the whole group has “Bingo!”—four items marked in a row across, a column down, or a diagonal line—

at the same time. The first team to complete one, two, or three Bingo lines or the whole Bingo card
(as agreed upon by the class) wins against the other teams in the class.       
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Vocabulary List for Picture-Grids on pages 73-76  
The 16-Box Picture-Grids on the following four pages are designed for use in productive, fun         

language-learning (mainly vocabulary) activities and games. They are all on the topic of Halloween 
& Related Occasions. For use in preparation, correction (oral editing), and follow-up, here are some      
suggestions for ways to name the  picture items. (In parentheses  are a few possible details to add .)  

Page 73: Animals: a black cat (arching its back), an owl, (in a tree), a vulture 
(waiting for prey), bats (flying at night). Activities: a Halloween costume party, 
carving a pumpkin, (a ghost, an old lady, and a witch) trick-or-treating, (kids) 
bobbing for apples. Characters (Scary): Dracula (a vampire) and his coffin, a chain-
saw murderer, the devil (wearing a suit and cape, with his horns and pitchfork), a 
mummy (rising from his coffin).  Costumes (Children’s): a ghost (a sheet costume), a 
clown (with a pointed hat, a round nose, a wide smile, a pumpkin, and enormous 
shoes), a pirate (with a bandana on his head, an eye patch, and a striped shirt), a 
cowboy (wearing a cowboy hat, a gun and holster, and boots).  

Page 74: Costume Accessories: a mask, wax teeth (dripping), an eyeball (with a 
handle), a false nose and mustache attached to fake spectacles with eyebrows.  
Creatures: a (slimy) toad, a spider (on its web), a snake or serpent (showing its 
fangs), (the head of) a werewolf.   Death Symbols: the “angel” of death (with a clock 
and sickle), a skeleton (wearing a black tuxedo and top hat) pointing at us, a (six-
sided) coffin (with a cross), a skull and a skeleton.    Faces, Jack-o-Lantern: a 
(toothless) smile or grin, a frown, a malicious sneer, an expression of horror. 

Page 75: Foods, Harvest: a pumpkin (in a pumpkin patch) and a cornhusk.   Ghosts 
(What They Do): come out of a grave, rattle chains, frighten and scare people, haunt 
houses.  Monsters, Etc. a (lopsided) ogre with one huge eye, Frankenstein’s monster 
(walking with his arms out), a pot-bellied gremlin (with a top knot and two huge 
tusks), a dragon (with a forked tongue, wings, a tail, and claws.  Places, Spooky: a 
dark room with ghost eyes (behind a heavy door), a haunted house (on a hilltop in a 
stormy night), Purgatory or Hell (with its fires), a (Christian) cemetery or graveyard. 

Page 76: Sound (Eerie): the yowling of a cat (at the moon), the howling of the wind, 
the shrieking of a ghost, the hooting of an owl.  Symbols in Advertising: a shadowy 
figure in a graveyard (on the night of a full moon) announcing “Spooktacular 
Savings,” (friendly) ghosts (advertising “Ghostly Values”), a (spooky, bony) hand 
(advertising “Fright Night”), a crow on a sign (announcing a store called “Creepy 
Hollow.”  Treats (Sweets): a trick-or-treat bag with candy (falling out of it), a 
cupcake (with a swirl on top), candy corn, a (half-unwrapped) chocolate candy bar.  
Witches (What They Do): cast a spell (with a magic wand), mix a magic brew, meet 
(and fall in love with) a fiery devil (at a gravesite), fly on a broomstick.  

For more ideas for card games played with sets of “four-of-a-kind, see the Authors & Editors teaching-resource book Creative Card 

Decks & Games for Effective Language Teaching & Learning, ISBN 1-891077-09-0. Similar procedures and rules are available 

in books of classic children’s and adult card games, of course, but these are not yet adapted to educational purposes.  
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